The recently introduced Thermodynamic Binding Networks (TBN) model was developed with the purpose of studying self-assembling systems by focusing on their thermodynamically favorable final states, and ignoring the kinetic pathways through which they evolve. The model was intentionally developed to abstract away not only the notion of time, but also the constraints of geometry. Collections of monomers with binding domains which allow them to form polymers via complementary bonds are analyzed to determine their final, stable configurations, which are those which maximize the number of bonds formed (i.e. enthalpy) and the number of independent components (i.e. entropy). In this paper, we first develop a definition of what it means for a TBN to perform a computation, and then present a set of constructions which are capable of performing computations by simulating the behaviors of space-bounded Turing machines and boolean circuits. In contrast to previous TBN results, these constructions are robust to great variability in the counts of monomers existing in the systems and the numbers of polymers that form in parallel. Although the Turing machine simulating TBNs are inefficient in terms of the numbers of unique monomer types required, as compared to algorithmic self-assembling systems in the abstract Tile Assembly Model (aTAM), we then show that a general strategy of porting those aTAM system designs to TBNs produces TBNs which incorrectly simulate computations. Finally, we present a refinement of the TBN model which we call the Geometric Thermodynamic Binding Networks (GTBN) model in which monomers are defined with rigid geometries and form rigid bonds. Utilizing the constraints imposed by geometry, we then provide a GTBN construction capable of simulating Turing machines as efficiently as in the aTAM.
Introduction
The study of self-assembling systems has resulted in a wide range of theoretical models and results, showing powers and limitations of such systems across a large landscape of variation in component structures, dynamics, and other important system properties [2, 3, 5, 9, 11, 12, [14] [15] [16] . Theoretical studies have also given rise to experimental implementations in which artificial self-assembling systems are being developed and demonstrated in laboratories [8, 19, 19, 20] . While at times theoretical studies are intended solely to explore the mathematical boundaries between the possible and impossible, at other times they are geared toward informing researchers on the behaviors of existing physical systems. Toward that end, theoretical models of self-assembly have been developed which seek to elucidate errors observed in experimental implementations (e.g. the kinetic Tile Assembly Model [22] ), and among these is the Thermodynamic Binding Network (TBN) model [7] . Although such models are generally intended to abstract away many of the details of physical systems, they are often designed to highlight certain important aspects and isolate them for study. For the TBN model in particular, the desire is to focus on thermodynamically favored end states of systems while ignoring the kinetic pathways through which they evolve, in the hopes of being able to better design systems whose "sink states" will be those we desire, and avoid those we don't, regardless of intermediate states which may be traversed along the way. Preliminary work with the TBN model [1, 7] has provided initial tools to begin working with self-assembling systems in this model, and the goal of this paper is to extend them to TBN systems capable of performing a larger class of computations. Since the notion of what it means to compute in such a model is not obvious, we provide a definition of computing with TBNs. We then present a result showing that for any space-bounded Turing machine there exists a TBN which can simulate it on any input. However, the size of the set of monomers required for the construction is on the order of the amount of space used multiplied by the number of time steps of the machine, making it less efficient than typical algorithmic self-assembling systems. Nonetheless, the construction is robust to the system containing multiple copies of the computation simulation self-assembling in parallel, and also to large ranges of the numbers of monomers of each type, which is in contrast to the previous results. We further extend our construction to the simulation of arbitrary fan-in fan-out Boolean circuits.
Next, we present results which relate the simulation of computations within the abstract Tile Assembly Model (aTAM) [22] to TBNs, as there are many results related to computation in the aTAM (e.g. [4, 6, 10, 13, 17, 21, 23] ), which has been shown to be computationally universal [22] . Along this line, we first consider a standard class of aTAM systems which are used to simulate Turing machines (i.e. "zig-zag" systems) and consider what happens if the tiles of those systems are interpreted as monomers of a TBN (in a straightforward manner). We present a set of criteria which are relatively natural and likely to be met by the computations performed by many Turing machines and which, if true for a particular Turing machine, demonstrate why a TBN created in such a way would not correctly simulate the Turing machine's computations, and would be capable of outputting incorrect answers. Notably, the argument presented pertains to all of our currently known approaches to simulating computations using TBNs which are more monomer-efficient than those of our first result, leaving an open question of whether or not more efficient simulation is possible in the TBN model. For our final result, we present a refinement to the TBN model which we call the Geometric Thermodynamic Binding Networks (GTBN) model, in which monomers and bonds between them are restricted by geometric constraints (unlike in the TBN model, but similar to the aTAM), and show how GTBNs can efficiently simulate arbitrary Turing machines for decidable languages.
Preliminaries
In this section we provide definitions for the TBN model. Due to space constraints, definitions for the abstract Tile Assembly Model and zig-zag assembly systems can be found in Sections A and B, respectively.
TBN Model
We use the definitions from [7] , the majority of which we repeat here, but please see [7] for more details and examples.
Let N, Z, Z + denote the set of nonnegative integers, integers, and positive integers, respectively. A key type of object in our definitions is a multiset, which we define in a few different ways as convenient.Let A be a finite set. We can define a multiset over A using the standard set notion, e.g., c = {a, a, c}, where a, c ∈ A. Formally, we view multiset c as a vector assigning counts to A. Letting N A denote the set of functions f : A → N, we have c ∈ N A . We index entries by elements of a ∈ A, calling c(a) ∈ N the count of a in c.
Molecular bonds with precise binding specificity are modeled abstractly as binding "domains", designed to bind only to other specific binding domains. Formally, consider a finite set D of primary domain types. Each primary domain type a ∈ D is mapped to a complementary domain type (a.k.a., codomain type) denoted a * . Let D * = {a * | a ∈ D} denote the set of codomain types of D. The mapping is assumed 1-1, so |D * | = |D|. We assume that a domain of primary type a ∈ D binds only to its corresponding complementary type a * ∈ D * , and vice versa.The set D ∪ D * is the set of domain types. We assume a finite set M of monomer types, where a monomer type m ∈ N D∪D * i } in the bond assignment M , let {d i , d * i } ∈ E M , calling this a binding edge. Let [ c ] be the set of all configurations of a monomer collection c . For a configuration α, we say the size of a configuration, written |α|, is simply the number of monomers in it. Each connected component in α is called a polymer. Note that a polymer is itself a configuration, but of a smaller monomer collection c ⊆ c (as c and c are multisets). As with all configurations, the size of a polymer is the number of monomers in it.
Which configurations are thermodynamically favored over others depends on two properties of a configuration: its bond count and entropy. The enthalpy H(α) of a configuration is the numberof binding edges (i.e., the cardinality of the matching M ). The entropy S(α) of a configuration is the number of polymers (connected components) of α.
As in [7] , we study the particularly interesting limiting case in which enthalpy is infinitely more favorable than entropy. We say a configuration α is saturated if it has no pair of domains d and d
* that are both unbound; this is equivalent to stating that α has maximal bonding among all configurations in [ c ]. We say a configuration α ∈ [ c ] is stable (aka thermodynamically favored) if it is saturated and maximizes the entropy among all saturated configurations, i.e., every saturated configuration α ∈ [ c ] obeys S(α ) ≤ S(α). Let [ c ] denote the set of stable configurations of monomer collection c .
Simulating Space-Bounded Turing Machines
Our first result proves that for any Turing machine M such that M requires no more than s tape cells and t time steps (we mention time bound t for efficiency of monomer types and polymer size, but the result also holds if we assume the worst case where t = O(2 s )), there exists a TBN which simulates M . We provide definitions of what it means for a TBN to simulate a Turing machine, then formally state our Theorem and give our proof, which is by construction.
For the remainder of the section, let M be an arbitrary s space-bounded and t time-bounded Turing machine. Let i be an arbitrary input bit string to M , noting that 0 ≤ |i| ≤ s.
Definition 1 uses the following notation.
1. Let T = (D, M) be a TBN with D a finite set of primary domain types and M a finite set of monomer types.
2. Let O and I be subsets of M. We call O the set of output monomer types, and call I the set of input monomer types.
3. Let c be a monomer collection of T . 4 . Let E input be a function from finite sets of input monomers (i.e. monomers of types in I) to binary strings of length s. Let S be a finite set of input monomers and let i be a binary string of length s. If E input (S) = i, then we say that S encodes i.
5
. Let E output be a map from a finite set of output monomers (i.e. monomers of types in O) to binary strings of length s. If S is a finite set of monomers and o ∈ 2 s are such that E output (S) = o, then we say that S encodes o.
Definition 1 says that a monomer collection for a TBN simulates a Turing machine M on some input i if every stable configuration of the monomer collection is such that every polymer, p say, that contains a monomer with input monomer type contains a set of monomers with input monomer type which encode i, and moreover, the set of monomers in p with output monomer type contained in this polymer encode M (i). such that, for any valid input i to M , the following properties hold.
1. there exists a monomer type m i ∈ M seed such that m i encodes i,
3. the set of output monomer types for the simulation is equal to O.
Overview of the proof of Theorem 1
In this section we give a brief overview of the construction used to prove Theorem 1. Please see Section C for the full details. The abstract Tile Assembly Model (see Section A for a brief introduction) has been shown to be computationally universal [22] , and many aTAM results utilize a construction technique in which a Turing machine is simulated as a series of columns self-assemble in a zig-zag manner, with each successive column representing the contents of the tape, the state of the machine, and the location of the read-write head at successive steps in time. Despite the fact that the TBN model does not incorporate any geometry or any notion of time, we are still able to leverage the ideas of an aTAM zig-zag system simulating a Turing machine to design the domains and monomers of a TBN. Essentially, for each tile type of the aTAM system, we first design a monomer with 4 domains roughly equivalent to the tile's glue labels. Then, using the time and space bounds of the Turing machine to determine the height of each column and the number of columns, we make a copy of each of those monomers (and their domains) specific for each row and column location. The other main components are the seed monomer which has a domain for each bit of input to the Turing machine, end monomers which bind to the monomers representing the last column of the computation as well as to the seed monomer, and finally the cap monomers. There is a cap monomer m c specific to every monomer type m (except the seed monomers), which has exactly one complementary domain for each primary domain type on m-e.g., if m = {a, b, c * , d * }, the cap monomer for m is m c = {a * , b * }. The purpose of cap monomers is to make the attachment of a monomer onto the large TM simulating polymer "entropyneutral": without capping monomers, binding a monomer to the large polymer reduces entropy by one; with capping monomers, the binding of the monomer to the large polymer implies the cap monomer is free, resulting in 0 net entropy gain/loss. Additionally, s many end monomers must be bound to the seed monomer in order to maximize enthalpy, where s is the space used by the TM simulation. The complete TM simulating polymer-by virtue of binding its end monomers to the matching computation monomers as well as the seed -implies a number of free end cap monomers equal to s, creating a net entropy gain of s, causing the correct simulating polymer to be in the stable configuration.
Although the number of unique monomer types for this construction is high, an important aspect of it is that, unlike previous results in the TBN model, the construction is robust to inexact counts of monomer types. In fact, the only requirements for the counts of monomer types in a collection which correctly simulates the Turing machine is that the number of input monomers present is less than or equal to the number of any of the computation monomer or end monomer types, and that the number of each of the cap monomer types is greater than the number of any of the other monomer types. Given any collection in which the counts of monomer types respect these ratios, that collection correctly simulates the Turing machine (following Definition 1) with I equal to the input monomer type and O equal to the end monomer types. The single stable configuration of any such collection will include (1) a polymer for every copy of the input monomer which contains that input monomer as well as a full set of computation monomers which represent the entire computation and the output encoded by the end monomers (see Figure 1 for an example), (2) the leftover, unused computation and end monomers each in a polymer of size 2 which also includes its unique cap monomer, and (3) the singleton cap monomers whose computation or end monomers are incorporated in the computation-simulating polymers. Such a configuration is saturated and maximizes entropy over all saturated configurations, and thus is stable.
Simulation of arbitrary Boolean circuits via TBN without a tile assembly pathway
Under the TBN model-with no consideration of a corresponding tile assembly system-the TM simulation discussed in Section 3 is easily generalized to arbitrary fan-in fan-out Boolean circuits, mainly via the removal of planarity constraints imposed by the bonds of the aTAM. One may suspect the removal of an accompanying aTAM system also removes the argument for a plausible kinetic pathway, yet the construction described here is similar enough to the system described in Section 3 to argue that a similar "monomer-by-monomer attachment to a growing assembly" pathway exists for this construction as well. An overview of the construction is given here in an explicit example shown in Figure 2 . More discussion and details may be found in Section D. The use of seed monomers, capping monomers, and end monomers are effectively identical to the construction given in Section 3. The main difference in this construction is the construction of the computation monomers: for each gate g of fan-in i and fan-out o which computes f g : {0, 1}
i → {0, 1} o , we construct 2 i computation monomers-one for each possible input to the gate. The monomer corresponding to a particular input s to the gate exposes domains corresponding to f g (s) which are complementary with the gate monomers for the gates in C take input from g. (b) The polymer containing the seed in the stable configuration of the TBN simulating C. 5 A negative result on porting computing systems from the aTAM to the TBN model
In this section we provide very high-level details of an argument which shows what occurs when standard aTAM systems which are designed to simulate Turing machines are treated as TBNs. (Due to space constraints, we present a high-level overview of the argument here, but details can be found in Section E.) This is similar to the TBN designed for the proof of Theorem 1 but without creating unique, hard-coded monomer types for each location. Let M be an s-space-bounded Turing machine and T M be a standard zigzag aTAM tile set which simulates M . (Note that this argument will also apply when M is not space-bounded.) For n ∈ N where n is a valid input to M , let T n be the set of "input" tile types which assemble the binary representation of n as a vertical column to serve as the input to T M . Then the aTAM system T M (n) = (T M ∪ T n , σ n , 2), where σ n is simply the first tile of T n at the origin, simulates M (n). We refer to the unique terminal assembly of T M (n) as S n (i.e. simulation n). Additionally, if X is a set of coordinate locations, by S n (X) we refer to the subassembly of S n contained at the locations of X. Let i = j = k be valid inputs to M , and S i , S j and S k be the terminal assemblies of T M (i) , T M (j) , and T M (k) , respectively, such that the following conditions hold:
There exist columns (i.e. sets of all tile locations in a given column) c 1 and c 2 , and individual tile locations l 1 and l 2 in c 1 and c 2 , respectively, such that: 
If a TBN is created to simulate M using the same techniques as for the proof of Theorem 1, these conditions of the computation being simulated on input i allow "splicing" to occur between polymers which could represent computations on inputs i,j, and k and still retain a polymer in which all domains are bound, and a configuration with maximum enthalpy and entropy which does not simulate M (i). (See Figure 3 for a schematic depiction.) The conditions required by this argument are also relatively natural and likely to occur for sets of three inputs for a large number of computations, as they only require that across two pairs of three different inputs there are points at which the computations have nearly identical tape contents, and also a tape cell location whose value is changed at one point and then changed back to the former value later and the rest of the configuration matches across another pair of the two inputs.While this result does not show the impossibility of so-called efficient Turing machine simulation, it implies that, if possible, more innovative techniques will be required. This leads us to our next result, in which we consider a variant of the TBN model which imposes geometry on the monomers and their bonds, and we demonstrate efficient Turing machine simulation. 
Geometric Thermodynamic Binding Networks
The result of Section 3 demonstrates that computation can be simulated by TBNs when they are composed of location-specific monomers for every location within the computation, which is quite inefficient compared to, for instance, the number of unique tile types required to simulate computations within the aTAM. However, Section 5 shows that treating aTAM tiles of computation-simulating systems directly as monomers of a TBN results in systems with many fewer monomer types, but which incorrectly simulate computations. Intuitively, the reason for the failure of such systems is due to the lack of geometry included within the TBN model, which allows for the domains of any monomer to bind to complementary domains of any other monomers, independent of the patterns of connections, which would not be the case if the monomers had to conform to geometric constraints on their sizes and locations. In order to address this issue, in this section we introduce a refinement to the TBN model which includes such geometric constraints.
GTBN Model definition
We define the Geometric Thermodynamic Binding Networks (GTBN) model to be an extension of the TBN model, with a few notable differences which restrict the ways in which polymers can form. A GTBN is a pair T = (D, M) consisting of a finite set D of primary domain types and a finite set M of monomer types. But, rather than a monomer simply being defined as a multiset of domains, a geometric monomer type m ∈ M is instead defined as a polygon p, along with a set of pairs (d, l) where d ∈ D ∪ D * and l ∈ R 2 is the point on the perimeter of p where d is located.
2 Geometric monomers are taken to be rigid polygons, and given a pair of geometric monomers, m 1 and m 2 where (d i , l i ) ∈ m 1 and (d * i , l j ) ∈ m 2 , if m 1 and m 2 can be positioned in the plane so that they do not overlap but the locations l i and l j on m 1 and m 2 , respectively, are adjacent to each other, then those domains can bind. Bonds are rigid and therefore so are polymers formed by their binding. Geometric monomers and polymers can be translated and rotated (but not reflected), and can bind together if they can be positioned such that they do not overlap and complementary domains on their perimeters are adjacent.In this paper, we will only consider geometric monomers which are unit squares with at most a single domain on any face, located in the center of the face. (Note that this is similar to tiles in the aTAM, but while the aTAM prevents tiles from rotating through two dimensional space, geometric monomers are allowed to within the GTBN.) Thus, each monomer in a geometric polymer can be represented by a pair (p, m) where p ∈ N 2 represents the coordinates of the center of the geometric monomer and m ∈ M the monomer type, and a geometric polymer is a set of such pairs, and the geometric monomer binding graph contains edges representing complementary domains which are adjacent to each other in some polymer.
A major difference between TBNs and GTBNs is that, due to geometric constraints, it is possible to have a configuration in a GTBN in which there exists an unbound domain d on some monomer and an unbound domain d * on either that or another monomer, but d and d
* cannot bind together. That is, it may be impossible for the monomers (or the polymers containing them) to be validly positioned so that the domains are adjacent. Therefore, we define a condition of a GTBN configuration called effectively saturated which occurs when the configuration either (1) is saturated, or (2) for all pairs of domains d and d
* such that both are unbound, there is no valid positioning of the monomers or polymers containing them such that d and d * can be placed adjacent to each other (i.e. they are geometrically prevented from binding).
Efficient simulation of Turing machines in GTBNs
With the definition of the GTBN model, we are now able to prove that the geometric constraints of the model allow for efficient, accurate simulation of Turing machines. In this section we present the theorem statement and a highlevel overview of the proof, which is by construction. For full details, please see Section F. Theorem 2. Let L ∈ DT IM E(f (n)) be a decidable language for arbitrary function f , and M be a Turing machine which decides L. There exists a set of primary domain types D, and sets of geometric monomer types M, M seed , and O ⊂ M consisting of geometric monomers with binding domains D ∪ D * such that, for any valid input i to M , the following properties hold: The proof of Theorem 2 is by construction, and begins similarly to the construction for the proof of Theorem 1, with the creation of domains and (geometric) monomers of a GTBN T based off of the definition of a zig-zag aTAM system T M which simulates the Turing machine M , with a few notable differences and stopping before the need to increase the size of the domain and monomer sets by creating copies hard-coded for each position in the simulation. We first note that the geometric monomers are all designed to simply be unit squares like the aTAM tiles, with single domains located in the center of faces to represent the tiles' glues. Since this construction doesn't require monomers hard-coded to locations, and in fact doesn't require a fixed number of rows or columns, it is able to simulate a tape of steadily increasing length and so utilizes collections of monomers that combine to extend the length of the tape.
It is ensured that the deterministic path followed by the zig-zag aTAM system which simulates the same Turing machine is faithfully encoded by the resulting "computation" polymer of the single stable configuration by the geometric constraints placed on the positioning of geometric monomers and the rigidity of their bonds, which prevents erroneous "re-wiring" to occur as it could in the regular TBN example of Section 5. However, in order to create an entropy gap which makes the configuration containing the correct computation simulations the single stable configuration, since we can no longer have bound domains which span the full distance of the polymer (as they do from the seed to end monomers in the proof of Theorem 1), we instead provide an analogous method of freeing additional caps-thus gaining entropy-by designing the monomers so that polymers encoding the computation combine in pairs (as seen in Figure 4) .
Thus, an arbitrary halting Turing machine computation can be simulated efficiently in terms of domain and monomer type counts, both of which are O(|Q||Γ|) (where Q is the state set and Γ is the tape alphabet). As with the construction for the proof of Theorem 1, this construction is robust over a class of configurations in which relationships exist between the counts of different categories of monomers. The inclusion of the fact that the language being decided L ∈ DT IM E(f (n)) is simply to specify the count of computation monomers which must be included in the collection, relative to input seeds, to ensure that the computation can be completely represented without running out of monomers, i.e. O(f (n)
2 ) copies of the computation monomers must be available per copy of the seed monomer.
A Informal description of the abstract Tile Assembly Model
This section gives a brief informal sketch of the abstract Tile Assembly Model (aTAM), which will be referred to in several sections. See [18] for a formal definition of the aTAM.
A tile type is a unit square with four sides, each consisting of a glue label, often represented as a finite string, and a nonnegative integer strength. A glue g that appears on multiple tiles (or sides) always has the same strength s g . There are a finite set T of tile types, but an infinite number of copies of each tile type, with each copy being referred to as a tile. An assembly is a positioning of tiles on the integer lattice Z 2 , described formally as a partial function α :
T denote the set of all assemblies of tiles from T , and let A T <∞ denote the set of finite assemblies of tiles from T . We write α β to denote that α is a subassembly of β, which means that dom α ⊆ dom β and α(p) = β(p) for all points p ∈ dom α. Two adjacent tiles in an assembly interact, or are attached, if the glue labels on their abutting sides are equal and have positive strength. Each assembly induces a binding graph, a grid graph whose vertices are tiles, with an edge between two tiles if they interact. The assembly is τ -stable if every cut of its binding graph has strength at least τ , where the strength of a cut is the sum of all of the individual glue strengths in the cut.
A tile assembly system (TAS) is a triple T = (T, σ, τ ), where T is a finite set of tile types, σ : Z 2 T is a finite, τ -stable seed assembly, and τ is the temperature. An assembly α is producible if either α = σ or if β is a producible assembly and α can be obtained from β by the stable binding of a single tile. In this case we write β → T 1 α (to mean α is producible from β by the attachment of one tile), and we write β → T α if β → T * 1 α (to mean α is producible from β by the attachment of zero or more tiles). When T is clear from context, we may write → 1 and → instead. We let A[T ] denote the set of producible assemblies of T . An assembly is terminal if no tile can be τ -stably attached to it. We
Hence, although a directed system may be nondeterministic in terms of the order of tile placements, it is deterministic in the sense that exactly one terminal assembly is producible (this is analogous to the notion of confluence in rewriting systems).
B Zig-zag tile assembly systems
In this section we describe the general structure of a commonly used type of aTAM tile assembly system for simulating the behavior of Turing machines. Modified versions of such systems will be used as the basis for our constructions.
A zig-zag aTAM system is one which grows in a strict column-by-column (or row-by-row) ordering. More specifically, the first column grows either bottomto-top or top-to-bottom, completely, at which point the second column begins growth in the opposite direction. When it completes, the third grows, again in reversed direction, and so on. Let M = (Q, Σ, Γ, δ, q 0 , q H ) be an arbitrary Turing machine with state set Q, input alphabet Σ, tape alphabet Γ, transition function δ : (Q, Γ) → (Q, Γ, D) (where D is the set of directions {L, R}), start state q 0 , and halting state q H . It was shown in [4] that for an arbitrary Turing machine M there exists a zig-zag aTAM system which, for input i to M , simulates M (i). We will first discuss the simulation of a space-bounded Turing machine, then explain how it can be modified for artibtrary Turing machines. In general, a zig-zag aTAM system which simulates an s-space-bounded Turing machine M on input i works as follows, with the convention that each column represents a complete encoding of M 's tape (with each tile representing a tape cell) as well as the location of the read/write head and M 's current state. First, a column of tiles which encode the bits of i via their east-facing glues, along with enough additional tiles to represent blank tape cells for the remaining amount of tape space (i.e. s − |i|) self-assembles. Additionally, exactly one of the east-facing glues encoding an input bit also encodes the start state of M , and this is how the location of the read/write head is represented, as well as M 's state. We call these tiles the input tiles. (For an example, see the left section of Figure 6 which shows the initial column of a simulation with input 1011, space bound 6, the tape head on the leftmost -topmost in this orientation -input symbol, and the initial state being state A.) As each subsequent column grows, in alternating order, most tiles simply copy the value of their corresponding tape cells forward to the right. (We call these tiles the cell copying tiles.) However, at the location representing the tape head, if M 's next transition moves the tape head in the same direction in which that column is growing, the transition is simulated. This means that the value of the tape cell is changed if necessary, and the vertical glue encodes the state of the transition into which M transitions. (This can be seen in the middle portion of Figure 6 which simulates transition (A, 1) → (A, 1, R).) If the column happens to be growing in the direction opposite in which the tape head needs to move, no transition is simulated until the next column forms, as it will then be growing in the correct direction. We call the tiles that encode the tape cell head and M 's state the transition tiles. (An example can be seen in the right portion of Figure 6 .) At the top and bottom of the columns, the glues encode not only the tape cell value, but also the information that they are at the end of a column, and when they are the last tile to be placed in a column they are designed with a strength-2 glue which initiates the growth of the next column. We call these tiles the column end tiles. In order to perform a simulation which is not space bounded, each column simply extends its height by adding one additional tile (which represents a new blank tape cell) at the end of the column beyond the height of the previous column before turning to begin the next. This produces a tape which add cells more quickly than they can be visited by the tape head, effectively simulating an unbounded tape. In either case, bounded or unbounded, once the simulation reaches a transition in which M transitions into a halting state, the currently forming column completes and no further tiles attach. (We call the tiles in the last column the output tiles.) Also note that, in either case, the tile complexity, i.e. the number of unique tile types required, for such a system is simply O(|Q||Γ|), which is quite efficient as it is independent of the time or space requirements of the computation.
C Technical Details of Simulating Space-Bounded Turing Machines
Proof. We prove Theorem 1 by construction. Let M = (Q, Σ, Γ, δ, q 0 , q H ) be an arbitrary s space-bounded, t time-bounded Turing machine to simulate, with state set Q, input alphabet Σ, tape alphabet Γ, transition function δ : (Q, Γ) → (Q, Γ, D) (where D is the set of directions {L, R}), start state q 0 , and halting state q H . We will define T i based on the definition of M , as well as the space and time bounds s and t, by creating groups of monomers which are logically grouped by functionality into a few main components, which we will now present.
C.1 Construction components
The monomers of T i can be logically grouped into four categories. Examples of each these categories monomers can be seen in Figures 8 through 11 . We now describe each monomer category.
1. The seed monomers: Referred to as m i ∈ M seed for each valid input i, let i n be the value of the nth bit of i. For each value of 0 ≤ n < |i|, define domain type d n = i n h (0,n) and add d n to D. We construct monomer m i by including a domain of the codomain type for each of those domain types. To m i we also add "g" domains which bind to the M end monomers (defined in 3), and we call these helper domains. For each value of 0 ≤ n < |i|, define domain type g n and add g n to D and a copy of g n to m i .
The computation monomers:
We'll call this group of monomers M comp . Let T M = (T M , σ i , 2) be a zig-zag aTAM system which simulates M (i).
(Please see Section B for a description of how T M is created for M . Also note that we augment the definition of T M such that once M enters the halting state q H , T M continues growing columns which keep the head in its current location and all tape call values unchanged, essentially performing "no-op" transitions. 3 For each t ∈ T M , if t attaches in a column which is growing from bottom to top, we consider the input sides to be the south and west, and if t attaches in a column which is growing from top to bottom, the input sides are its north and west (since these are the sides which bind as it first attaches). Add the labels of t's input glues to the set of primary domain types D, but append v if it's a north or south glue, and h if it's a west glue. The strengths of the glues are disregarded. Note that for each output (i.e. non-input) glue of t, those will be input glues of some other tile types and thus will be added to D, and D * will contain the complement of everything in D. (The first two steps of Figure 7 depict this transformation.)
For each t ∈ T M where t attaches in a column which grows bottom-totop, if it has glues g n , g e , g s , g w as its north, east, south, and west glues, respectively, define monomer type C t ∈ M comp as (g n v * , g e v * , g s v, g w v), i.e. using primary domain types to represent the input (south and west glues) and codomain types to represent output (north and east glues). For each t ∈ T M where t attaches in a column which grows top-to-bottom, the input changes from south to north and thus C t ∈ M comp is defined as (g n v, g e v * , g s v * , g w v). cv (x,y) bh* (x+1,y) dh (x,y) av (x,y) bh (x,y) Figure 7 : Depiction of how the domains for a computation monomer are created from the glue labels of a computation tile (center of each) for a column which grows bottom-to-top (i.e. has input sides on the west and south). First, "h" is appended to horizontal glues and "v" to vertical glues, and output glues have " * " appended to designate them as codomains. Next, to make a hard-coded version for each row and column location, the appropriate x and y coordinates are added as subscripts so they can bind to the correct neighbors.
3. The end monomers: We'll call this group of monomers M end . For each possible value s ∈ {0, 1, , q H 0, q H 1, q H } in the locations of the final computation column, there exists m end,sn ∈ M end which has domains s, g * , up, and down * (corresponding to input sides north and west since these will correspond to a column which grows top-to-bottom because there will always be an even number of computation columns in this construction and the first grows bottom to top). These will be the monomers which attach to the final column of computation monomers which simulate M (i), represent the output of the computation M (i) since O = M end , and also bind (via the g * domains after they are subscripted for their position in the next section) to the seed monomer m i .
The capping monomers:
The set of capping monomers, M cap , contains one monomer G k ∈ M cap for each computation or end monomer C k ∈ M comp ∪ M end . Each G k contains one domain which is complementary to each input domain on C k , i.e. capping monomer G k has exactly two domains and they are complementary to the two input domains of monomer C k .We call G k the matching capping monomer for C k .
C.2 Hard-coding locations
This construction ensures that for each monomer type which binds in the polymer simulating the computation, there is only one copy in that polymer. This means that for each location of a tile in the terminal assembly of T M , we must make a copy of each monomer type of M comp which is unique for that location.
(Note that we could be a bit more selective about how we create these unique copies since not every tile type has a chance to go in each location, e.g. those for rows which grow top-to-bottom could never appear in a row growing bottomto-top. However, this does not change the monomer complexity asymptotically, so for ease of discussion we will perform the more naive approach.) Given the space bound s and time bound t, and noting that in the worst case it could take two columns of growth to simulate a single transition of M (i.e. if the next transition needs to move the head in the opposite direction that the current column is growing, the column will complete without performing a transition and the next column will simulate the transition), we will need to create a 2t × s grid. Therefore let D xy = {d (x,y) |d ∈ D, x ∈ {0, 1, ..., 2t − 1}, y ∈ {0, 1, ..., s − 1}}, i.e. for each domain d ∈ D, the new set D xy contains a copy of the original domain subscripted with (x, y) for each (x, y) coordinate pair. Then for each m = (
(The last step of Figure 7 depicts this transformation.) Additionally, the monomers of M end are expanded to M end,xy so that there is a copy for each domain other than g * subscripted with the xcoordinate 2t − 1 (to attach to the east of the final computation column) and y-coordinate corresponding to each of the rows, and the g * subscripted just with the row values (to yield codomains g * n for 0 ≤ n < |i|, allowing them to bind to the domains of m i )..
Similarly, the full set of capping monomers, M cap,xy , is created by making a monomer type for each m ∈ M cap in each (x, y) position.
The final set M = M comp,xy ∪ M end,xy ∪ M cap,xy .
C.3 Proof of Theorem 1 C.3.1 Notation
In this section we introduce some notation used throughout the proof. Let #( c , m) be the count of the monomers of type m in c , and c min = min{#( c , m)|m ∈ M comp,xy ∪ M end,xy } (i.e. the number of monomers with computation or end monomer type with the fewest number of monomers in c ), and k min = min{#( c , m)|m ∈ M cap,xy }. Let #comp( c ) = Σ m∈Mcomp,xy #( c , m), and let #end( c ) = Σ m∈M end,xy #( c , m).
We call monomers with type in M comp,xy computation monomers, monomers with type in M cap,xy capping monomers, monomers with type in M end,xy end monomers, and monomers with type in M seed seed monomers, Note that by construction of M, domains and codomains have been encoded with pairs of integers (x, y) corresponding to locations in Z For a polymer p, let x max (p) ∈ N be such that there exists y ∈ N and a domain d belonging to a monomer in p with loc(d) = (x max (p), y), and moreover, for any domain d belonging to a monomer in p, if loc(d ) = (x , y ), then x ≤ x max (p). Similarly, let y max (p) ∈ N be such that there exists x ∈ N and a domain d belonging to a monomer in p with loc(d) = (x, y max (p)), and moreover, for any domain d belonging to a monomer in p,
is even, and y < y , or 3) x = x , x is odd, and y > y . In addition, for computation or end monomers m and m , we write m < zz m iff m contains a domain d and m contains a domain d such that loc(d) < zz loc(d ).
C.3.2 Monomer collection c
We now define a class of monomer counts which serve to satisfy the constraints necessary for our construction to correctly simulate M : in c it must be that the number of seed monomers #( c , m i ) ≤ c min ≤ k min .
C.3.3 A stable configuration of c
We now consider the configuration of c , which we call α, that consists of exactly 4 types of polymers describe next.
1. Saturated polymers consisting of a single seed monomer, s·2t computation monomers corresponding to a correct and complete computation to M on input i, and s end monomers such that all domains are bound to a corresponding codomain. We call such a polymer a computation polymer.
2. Polymers that consist of a single capping monomer with two codomains bound to two domains of a single computation monomer.
3. Polymers that consist of a single capping monomer with two codomains bound to two domains of a single end monomer.
4. Polymers that are single capping monomers.
We will prove that α is stable, and then show that α is the only stable configuration of c . We begin by showing that α is saturated.
Claim C.1. α is saturated and
Proof. (Proof of Claim C.1) First, let n = s · 2t + s denote the number of monomers with type in M comp,xy ∪M end,xy contained in a computation polymer of α. Then to show that α is saturated, we define a sequence of configurations α i for i ∈ N between 0 and n + 2, where α n+2 = α, α 0 is saturated, and α i is saturated if α i−1 is saturated. We will describe α 1 and define α i recursively so that α i is obtained from α i−1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then, we define α n+1 and α n+2 based on α n and α n+1 (respectively) as a special case. We now define α 0 . Shown in Figure 8 , α 0 is the configuration where each computation monomer and each end monomer each have two binding domains bound to two binding domains of a single capping monomer. In addition, all of the s "wrapping" domains of the seed monomer are bound to a codomain of an end monomer. Note that α 0 exists and is saturated as 1) the number of capping monomers matching a computation or end monomer is assumed to be greater than or equal to the said computation or end monomer, and 2) the number of end monomers with any type in M end,xy is greater than the number of seed monomers. We note that H(α 0 ) = 2 · #comp( c ) + 2 · #end( c ) + s. This enthalpy count follows from the fact that each computation monomer or end monomer is bound to a single capping monomer and each seed monomer is bound to s end monomers. Now we recursively define α i . Let i ∈ N be such that 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We describe how to obtain α i from α i−1 . Enumerate the computation monomer and end monomer types ofp, t 0 , t 2 , . . . , t n−s−1 such that t j−1 < zz t j for all j such that 2 ≤ j ≤ n.
Let d 1 and d 2 be domains of monomers with types in t i−1 . Then, for each polymer p in α i−1 that contains a seed monomer such that p contains two monomers each with an unbound codomain, where one codomain is d * 1 and the other is d * 2 , let m be a computation monomer or end monomer in α i−1 with type t i−1 such that the two domains of m are bound to two codomains of a capping Note that since α i is obtained from α i−1 be breaking 2 bonds and then creating 2 bonds, α i and α i−1 have the same enthalpy. I.e. H(α i ) = H(α i−1 ).
Note that α n , defined recursively, has the following properties. For any polymer, p say, in α n containing a seed monomer, p contains a single seed monomer, the sum of the number of computation monomers in p and the number end monomers in p is n, and the only capping monomers in p have codomains that are bound to domains of end monomers in p and these end monomers are bound to s many domains labeled g j (for 0 ≤ j < s) belonging to the seed monomer. Figure 10 
We then obtain α n+1 from α n as follows. For all polymers p containing a seed monomer and for each end monomer e in p with domains that are bound to two codomains of a capping monomer, let j ∈ N be such that g j is a domain of e. Note that by definition of α n , p contains an end monomer e that is distinct from e and contains a codomain g * j . The domains for e are bound to codomains of computation monomers in p. Next, break the bond between g * j , the domain in This example illustrates how some of the domains labeled g 0 , g 1 , g 2 , and g 3 can be bound to end monomers that are bound to capping monomers (g 0 , g 1 , and g 3 in this example) and some of these domains (g 2 in particular) may be bound to end monomers bound to computation monomers.
e, and g * j , a domain of the seed monomer of p, and then create a bond between the domain g j of the seed monomer of p and g * , the domain in e . The resulting configuration is α n+1 . Since every broken bond preceeds the creation of a bond, H(α n ) = H(α n+1 ).
Finally, we note that α n+1 = α by definition of α n+1 and α. Moreover, since α 1 is saturated, and for i ∈ N such that 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1, H(α i ) = H(α i−1 ), we see that α is saturated. Moreover, H(α) = 2 · #comp( c ) + 2 · #end( c ) + s.
To show that α is stable we must show that S(α) is greater than or equal to the entropy for any saturated configuration. The following claim will help prove an upper bound on the entropy of any saturated configuration.
Claim C.2. Let β be an arbitrary saturated configuration of c . Moreover, let p be a polymer of β such that p contains a computation monomer or an end monomer m. Then, p contains either a seed monomer or a capping monomer (or both).
Proof. (Proof of Claim C.2) Let x ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 2t − 1} and y ∈ {0, 1, . . . , s − 1}, and let m (x,y) denote either a computation or end monomer such that loc(m (x,y) ) = (x, y). We prove the claim by induction on x.
For the base case, suppose that p contains some computation monomer or end monomer m (x,y) for x = 0 and some y. Let dh (x,y) and dv (x,y) be the domains of m (x,y) . Note that as β is saturated, dh (x,y) must be bound to a codomain dh * (x,y) belonging to either a seed monomer or a capping monomer. This follows from the fact that there are no other monomer types with codomain dh * (x,y) . This proves the base case. Now, for the sake of induction, assume that for some x > 0, if p contains a computation or end monomer, m say, with loc(m) = (x − 1, y), then p contains a capping monomer or a seed monomer. Then, suppose that p contains some computation monomer or end monomer m (x,y) with loc(m (x,y) ) = (x, y) for some y. Once again, let dh (x,y) and dv (x,y) be the domains of m (x,y) . Then, since there exists a capping monomer with codomains dh * (x,y) and dv * (x,y) , the domain dh (x,y) is either bound to a capping monomer, or bound to a codomain belonging to a computation monomer. In the former situation, the claim holds. In the latter situation, there is a computation monomer, which we denote by m (x−1,y) such that loc(m (x−1,y) ) = (x − 1, y). By the inductive hypothesis, the polymer containing m (x−1,y) contains either a capping monomer or a seed monomer. Therefore, p contains either a seed monomer or a capping monomer. Therefore, the claim holds.
The following claim gives an upper bound on the entropy of any saturated configuration.
Proof. (Proof of Claim C.3) Since M = M comp,xy ∪M cap,xy ∪M seed ∪M end,xy , the claim follows from Claim C.2.
We now note that α is a stable configuration of c . Proof. (Proof of Claim C.6) We will prove this claim by contradicting Claim C.5. Suppose that p is a polymer of β such that p contains two distinct monomers with type in M comp,xy ∪ M end,xy . For the sake of contradiction, assume that p does not contain a seed monomer.
Let D ⊆ D be the set of all domains belonging to either a computation monomer or an end monomer contained in p.
Observe that L xmin = ∅ as p contains at least two monomers with type in M comp,xy ∪ M end .
Let m 1 be an arbitrary monomer in L xmin , let (x 1 , y 1 ) ∈ Z 2 be such that m 1 contains a domain, d 1 h say, with loc(d 1 h) = (x 1 , y 1 ) and or(d 1 h) = h. Let a 1 v denote the domain belonging to m 1 such that or(a 1 v) = v, and let b 1 h * and c 1 v * denote the codomains belonging to m 1 such that or(b 1 h * ) = h and or(c 1 v * ) = v. Note that d 1 h must be bound to a codomain belonging to a capping monomer. This follows from the following observations. 1) As β is saturated, Claim C.1 implies that H(β) = 2 · #comp( c ) + 2 · #end( c ) + s, and 2) d 1 h is contained in L xmin . By (1), d 1 h must be bound to some codomain belonging to some monomer. By (2), d 1 h cannot be bound to a codomain belonging to a monomer with type in M comp,xy ∪ M end , as such a monomer would imply that d 1 h ∈ L xmin . Then, as β does not contain a seed monomer by assumption, it must be the case that d 1 h is bound to some codomain belonging to a capping monomer. Let c 1 denote this monomer.
By assumption, p contains a second monomer with type in M comp,xy ∪M end . Hence, m 1 must contain a domain or codomain that is bound to a codomain or domain of a monomer, which we denote by m 2 , with type in M comp,xy ∪ M end . We consider the following situations. Finally, suppose that (3) holds. We note that loc(b 1 h) = (x + 1, y). Let a 2 v denote the domain belonging to m 2 such that or(a 2 v) = v, and let b 2 h * and c 2 v * denote the codomains belonging to m 2 such that or(b 2 h * ) = h and or(c 2 v * ) = v. Then either A) a 2 v is unbound, B) a 2 v is bound to a domain belonging to a capping monomer, or C) a 2 v is bound to a domain belonging to a monomer with type in M comp,xy ∪ M end .
If (A) holds, then β is not saturated as the enthalpy of a saturated configuration must be 2 · #comp( c ) + 2 · #end( c ) + s by Claim C.1. Thus, (A) cannot hold. Now suppose that (B) holds. Then, let c 3 denote the monomer with codomain a 2 v * bound to the domain a 2 v. Note that c 1 = c 3 . This follows from the fact that for the two codomains of c 1 , loc maps these domains to (x, y), yet for the two codomains of c 3 , loc maps these domains to (x + 1, y ) for some y ∈ N. Since c 1 = c 3 , we arrive at a contradiction of Claim C.5 when (B) holds.
Finally, suppose that (C) holds. Then, let m 3 denote the monomer with type in M comp,xy ∪ M end such that m 3 has a codomain a 2 v * bound to a 2 v of m 2 . Now, there exists a domain d 3 h belonging to m 3 such that or(d 3 h) = h and loc(d 3 h) = (x + 1, y ) for y ∈ N. Note that y is either y + 1 or y − 1. In either case, d 3 h is either bound to a codomain of a capping monomer, c 4 say, or bound to a codomain of a computation monomer, m 4 say. In the former case, we note that c 4 = c 1 . This follows from the fact that for the two codomains of c 1 , loc maps these domains to (x, y), yet for the two codomains of c 4 , loc maps these domains to (x, y ) for y either y + 1 or y − 1. Since c 1 = c 4 , we arrive at a contradiction of Claim C.5. In the latter case, we note that m 4 must contain a domain d 4 h such that or(d 4 h) = h and loc(d 4 h) = (x, y ). Now, as d 4 h ∈ L xmin and β is saturated, it must be the case that d 4 h is bound to a codomain of a capping monomer, c 5 . We finally note that c 1 = c 5 since loc maps the codomains belonging to c 1 to (x, y) and maps the codomains belonging to c 5 to (x, y ) and y = y . Once again, we arrive at a contradiction of Claim C.5 when under the assumption that (C) holds. In any case, if (3) holds, we arrive at a contradiction.
Thus, in any case, (1), (2), or (3), we arrive at a contradiction. Hence, there is no polymer p of β such that p contains two distinct monomers with type in M comp,xy ∪ M end,xy and does not contain a seed monomer, which was what we wanted.
Claim C.7. Suppose that β ∈ [ c ] . Let p be a polymer contained in β such that p contains a seed monomer. Then, L(p) = {(x, y)|0 ≤ x ≤ 2t − 1 and 0 ≤ y ≤ s − 1}.
Proof. (Proof of Claim C.7) Let p be a polymer contained in β such that p contains a seed monomer. Fix y ∈ N such that 0 ≤ y ≤ s − 1. Let g y be the domain belonging to the seed monomer of p such that there is an end monomer with codomain g * y . Note that as β is saturated, g y must be bound to some codomain of an end monomer. Let m (2t−1,y) denote this end monomer and note that loc(m (2t−1,y) ) = (2t − 1, y). Hence, (2t − 1, y) ∈ L(p). Then, m (2t−1,y) contains a domain dh (2t−1,y) such that or(dh (2t−1,y) ) = h and loc(dh (2t−1,y) ) = (2t−1, y). Once again, as β is saturated, dh (2t−1,y) must be bound to a codomain of a monomer which we denote by m (2t−2,y) . By Claim C.5, m (2t−2,y) cannot be a capping monomer as p contains a seed monomer. Hence, m (2t−2,y) is a computation monomer. We note that loc(m (2t−2,y) ) = (2t − 1, y), and hence, (2t − 2, y) ∈ L(p). Repeating this argument 2t − 2 more times, we see that (x, y) ∈ L(p) for all x such that 0 ≤ x ≤ 2t − 1 and this fixed y value. Moreover, as y is arbitrary, we see that L(p) = {(x, y)|0 ≤ x ≤ 2t − 1 and 0 ≤ y ≤ s − 1}.
Claim C.8. Letp denote a polymer in α that contains a seed monomer. Suppose that β ∈ [ c ] . Then, for all polymers p contained in β, if p contains a seed monomer, then the set of monomer types for monomers in p is exactly the set of monomer types for monomers inp. The following claim is our final claim before we finish the proof of Theorem 1.
with a unique Boolean variable selected from an input {b 1 , b 2 , · · · , b n } with each b j ∈ {0, 1}. Each gate node g k with in-degree i and out-degree o is associated with a function f k : {0, 1}
i → {0, 1} o . Given an input string for the input nodes, each outgoing edge from a gate node g k is associated with a Boolean variable, uniquely selected from f k (ι) with ι a sequence of {0, 1}'s determined by the incoming edges for the gate-this is computed starting at the gate nodes which have incoming edges from the input nodes. The output corresponding to the input i is a sequence generated from the Boolean variables associated with the incoming edges to the output nodes (with an arbitrary ordering fixed for all inputs; e.g., the choice of selecting the output bit string from the output nodes must be consistent independent of the input bit string).
Using the notation and a similar definition as given in Section 3 of a TBN simulating a TM, the definition of a TBN simulating an arbitrary circuit follows: Definition 2. A monomer collection c for the TBN T simulates an arbitrary circuit C on input I if and only if there exist encodings E input and E output such that for every stable configuration α in [ c ] , if α contains a polymer that contains a monomer with type in I, then 1. for S in the set of monomers in α with types in I, E input (S in ) = i,
for S out the set of monomers in α with types in
where C(i) is the output of the Boolean circuit evaluated on input i.
Given an arbitrary circuit C and an input i, we construct a simulating TBN T = {D, M} by the following scheme, using the same decomposition as Section C.1 of monomers into four sets:
1. The seed monomers, constructed equivalently as described in Section C.1: one seed monomer for each possible bit string input.
2. The computation monomers: for each node v in the circuit of out-degree o, for all sequences of Boolean variables s of length i equal to the indegree of v, with f v (s) j equal to the j th bit of f v (s), let d(s k ) be a domain constructed by concatenating s k with a subscript u, v where u is the node connected to v by the edge which is associated with the input variable s k -e.g., the domain may be 0 u,v or 1 u,v -and let d(f v (s) j ) be a domain constructed by evaluating f v (s) j and adding superscript * and subscript v, w where w is the node attached to v by the edge associated with f v (s) j -e.g., the domain may be 0 * v,w or 1 * v,w depending on the input s and f v . Construct a monomer for each v and s as follows:
3. The end monomers: for each output node u in the circuit, include in M two monomers: {0 v,u , g * u } and {1 v,u , g * u } where v is the gate node sharing an edge with u. g * u are the domains complementary to those on the seed monomers. 4. The capping monomers, constructed equivalently as described in Section C.1; i.e., a capping monomer for each monomer in the computation and end monomer sets.
Given this scheme, the proof of Theorem 1 follows for this construction as well, to prove the following corollary: E Technical details of a negative result on porting computing systems from the aTAM to the TBN model
In this section we provide the technical details of the argument of Section 5, which shows what occurs when standard aTAM systems which are designed to simulate Turing machines are treated as TBNs. This is similar to the TBN designed for the proof of Theorem 1 but without creating unique, hard-coded monomer types for each location. Essentially, in a naive but more monomertype-efficient construction, there is no guarantee of correct simulation, and we present a property of the simulated computation which can be inspected to determine if a sufficient (although perhaps not necessary) condition exists whereby the TBN can incorrectly simulate the computation.
Let M be an s-space-bounded Turing machine and T M be a standard zigzag aTAM tile set which simulates M . (Note that this argument will also apply when M is not space-bounded.) For n ∈ N where n is a valid input to M , let T n be the set of "input" tile types which assemble the binary representation of n as a vertical column to serve as the input to T M . Then the aTAM system T M (n) = (T M ∪ T n , σ n , 2), where σ n is simply the first tile of T n at the origin, simulates M (n). We refer to the unique terminal assembly of T M (n) as S n (i.e. simulation n). Additionally, if X is a set of coordinate locations, by S n (X) we refer to the subassembly of S n contained at the locations of X. Let i = j = k be valid inputs to M , and S i , S j and S k be the terminal assemblies of T M (i) , T M (j) , and T M (k) , respectively, such that the following conditions hold: Figure 12 shows a schematic diagram of an example S n and locations c 1 , c 2 , l 1 , and l 2 . The conditions of 2 essentially establish that although the various computations differ in their inputs and therefore at least portions of their computations, there are portions which are similar, which would be the case for many computations on nearly similar inputs. The positions and types of these similarities are carefully chosen to support the argument which follows.
We'll define a TBN N which simulates M using the same procedure as in Section C.1 (and thus skipping the blow-up performed in Section C.2). Now, using Definition1, of simulation, and the same notions of inputs and outputs and encodings, we create a monomer collection c for N which has (only) the following constraints. Let #( c , m) be the count of the monomers of type m in c , and c min = min{#( c , m)|m ∈ M comp } (i.e. the number of copies of the computation monomer with the fewest number of copies), and k min = min{#( c , m)|m ∈ M cap }. Then in c it must be that the number of seed monomers #( c , m
We now analyze N and note that while it is largely similar to the system T used in the proof of Theorem 1, with its domains and monomers designed so that it is possible for them to combine in a pattern analogous to the way the tiles in the zig-zag aTAM system T M combine to simulate M , there is an important difference in the two TBNs. While in T a set of unique monomer types exists for every row and column of the simulated computation and thus each monomer type occurs no more than one time in the polymer representing the computation, in N the same monomer types may be reused many times. More specifically, if the conditions on M and T M discussed above hold, it is possible to create a polymer which is saturated and nearly identical in structure to the polymer representing the correct computation, but which represents an invalid computation and output. To prove this, we now describe how to construct such a polymer.
We know by the definition of the domains and polymers of N n that it is possible for configurations to exist with polymers p i , p j , and p k (whose monomers have direct mappings with the tiles of assemblies S i , S j , and S k ) within the monomer collections c i , c j , and c k of TBNs N i , N j , and N k , respectively. We first note that such polymers would correctly represent simulations of their respective computations, and that in each polymer every domain of every included monomer could be bound. Given the monomer counts of the collections, each input monomer could be contained within such a polymer, and all leftover computing monomers could be bound to their matching caps, and only caps in excess of the monomers that they "cap" remaining as unbound monomers, causing the configurations to be saturated. This results in configurations with maximum enthalpy and whose entropy is maximized among configurations with that maximum enthalpy (following the same argument as in the proof of the construction for Theorem 1). However, let us now focus on the monomer collection utilizing TBN N i , which is simulating the computation M (i), and assume that the conditions related to inputs i, j, k and the aTAM assemblies which simulate them are true. In this case, (and please refer to Figure 3 for reference), we can form a polymer by including the input monomer m i and attaching all of the monomers which would have attached in p i up to, but not including, those which would logically represent column c 1 of S i . We can then continue by attaching the monomers consistent with S j starting from column c 1 until, but not including, c 2 . Finally, we could finish the polymer by attaching the monomers consistent with S k from c 2 through the output. Due to the constraints above (included in 2), this could result in all monomer domains being bound to their logical neighbors except for 4 domains. These would be the domains corresponding the the western glues of the monomers representing tiles that are at locations l 1 and l 2 , and those of the eastern glues of the monomers representing the tiles to their left sides. However, the conditions of 2 ensure that these 4 domains form 2 pairs of complementary domains, which can bind together. This also yields a polymer and configuration which is saturated and which also maximizes entropy and thus is stable, as is the configuration containing only polymers with correctly simulated computations. Unfortunately, it also has the property of having output monomers which map to M (k), and by our selection of i and k, we know that M (i) = M (k), and therefore the monomer collection c i over N i does not correctly simulate M (i). 
F.1 Construction Components
When defining specific geometric monomers, we use the convention M onomer = {N orth, East, South, W est}. Each direction is either a domain from D ∪ D * or corresponds to a λ to represent that no domain is present on that side. Note that, as we said earlier, geometric monomers are allowed to rotate, meaning this convention represents an ordering of the domains as opposed to which direction they are actually pointing. The geometric monomers of T i can be logically grouped into the following categories:
1. The seed monomers: We call this group of monomers M seed . This group is infinite, |M seed | = ∞, to account for the infinite unique strings that can be input into the simulated Turing machine. This group can further be broken down into two subgroups. The first being M seed−input , an infinite subgroup that contains the monomers that actually encode the input and are the only monomers to change between different simulations of the same Turing machine. The other being M seed−extra which contains 9 monomers that are the same in every simulation and help the seed to operate correctly. The definitions of these monomers are given below and a visual representation is given in 14.
these monomers is such that, for ever possible (q, s) ∈ Q × γ, we generate the following monomers using the specifications in the transition function δ(q, s) = (q , s , D) and ∀v ∈ Γ.
When D = L:
The tape extension monomers: Because our goal is to simulate Turing machines that are not space-bounded, as opposed to the traditional TBN hard-coded system that simulates space-bounded Turing machines, we need additional monomers in our system that extend the tape of the Turing machine. We define this group of eight monomer types to be
Because of the small number of these monomers, we define each individually:
These monomers don't encode values, just blank spaces that will pass up to higher rows to potentially be used in the Turing machine simulation. By utilizing these monomers, we ensure that the tape is always big enough for the computation to continue. An example of these supertiles is shown in figure 15b .
The end monomers:
We call this group of monomers M end . These monomers only connect to the computation after the simulated TM goes into a halting state and act similar to the monomers in M comp−passive while also passing a signal that the computation is finished. The monomers will form one row if passing above the halting state M (q H ),(v) to the right or two rows if passing above the halting state to the left. This will ensure that the top row of the final computation monomer is a right-growing row, which is necessary for the eventual pairing of two complete computations. It is this final row that is input into the encoding function E output to read the result of the TM.
For all halting states (q H ) and output characters (v) ∈ 0, 1, should the halting state first be read with a left passing row, it attaches the following monomer:
and on the subsequent right passing row, it will attach one of the following monomers, the same monomer that is checked for as input to the E output function:
and lastly, it will attach a string of the following monomers to finish off the top row, the last of which will also attach to the seed of the paired computation:
The capping monomers: Caps in this system are very important because they prevent unwanted polymers from forming and make it easier to argue about the outcome of the system. Each of the monomer types talked about previously, the seed monomers, computation monomers, tape extension monomers, and end monomers all have caps. Each cap consists of three monomers, which form an "L" shape to reach both inputs of the capped monomer. The caps all have codomains x * ∈ D * , since every input in the system is from the set of domains x ∈ D, which prevents them from sticking together. While there are too many caps to explicitly define each individually, we do give an example of the seed cap:
All other caps follow this same convention, just replacing seedcap 1,2 and seedcap 2,3 with other unique glues and halt * and EXT RIGHT * with the codomains that correspond to the inputs of the monomer to be capped.
There are two key dynamics our system uses, the first of which is the formation of supertiles. A supertile in our system is a set of monomers that have a unique set of matching domains/codomains between them but aren't capped with respect to one another. Therefore, it is always favorable to have them bind together, regardless of how other monomers in the system bind. The supertile itself can be capped, however, and all caps in this system are actually supertiles themselves as well. The other supertiles in our construction are the seed and tape extension pieces. Supertiles allows us to utilize the properties of polyominoes in our system while only requiring unit square shaped monomers. To simplify our arguments, we assume that the counts of all the monomers in the same supertile to be the same, as to avoid dealing with partially formed supertiles. Therefore, the counts of every monomer type from M seed in c are equal, the counts of every monomer type from M ext in c are equal, and the counts of every monomer type that makes up one cap are equal. Note that this assumption is analogous to having polyominoes replace supertiles in our system, which we avoided because we felt unit square geometric monomers were the TBN model that most naturally corresponded to the traditional aTAM model.
The other key dynamic is a fully capped state. We utilize one other assumption in our system, that the count of each cap x in the system is always greater than the number of monomers or supertiles that x corresponds to. We use the term fully capped state to refer to a configuration of the system in which every monomer or supertile that has a cap is bound to that cap through both domains. The individual monomers that bind supertiles are still bound in this state too, but no other polymers should be bound together. We use this state as a reference, somewhat of a neutral baseline, to show how correct computations are favored and all other non-capped polymers are unfavored.
In addition to the geometric monomers of T , we give relative counts for the monomers in c . This mean our system does not rely on exact counts of each monomer, but rather a group of assumptions about the relative counts. To show that every seed supertile is part of a complete paired computation polymer, we require that the number of cap supertiles in c is greater than the number of computation monomers, tape extension supertiles, and end monomers, whose counts in c are greater than the number of seed supertiles by a factor of O(f (n)
2 ) (where L ∈ DT IM E(f (n)) is the language being decided by the Turing machine M ). In other words, we rely on the assumptions that: (1) every pair of seed supertiles has enough computation monomers, tape extension supertiles and end monomers to create a complete paired computation polymer (which is the reason for needing O(f (n)
2 ) of those types relative to seed types), and (2) every computation monomer, tape extension supertile, and end monomer can have its own cap if it wasn't bound to anything else.
One last bit of terminology that we use in the following proofs is inputs and outputs. By inputs, we are referring to the two domains (not codomains) on the seed, computation monomers, tape extension supertiles, and end monomers. These two domains on each monomer/supertile mentioned are the domains that can bind to the associated cap. By outputs, we are referring to all of the codomains (not domains) on the seed, computation monomers, tape extension supertiles, end monomers and capping supertiles. While all computation monomers have two outputs, the seed can have any number, tape extension supertiles have three, and end monomers can have one or two. Notice that outputs only bind to inputs, and inputs only bind to outputs. The only domains present in our system that are not inputs or outputs are the unique domains that bind supertiles together.
Claim F.1. The fully capped state is saturated.
Proof. The argument for this claim is simple. Recall that a system is saturated if there are no labels in which both a domain and a codomain are left unbound. Any element x ∈ D in our system falls into two categories, D supertiles which are unique domains used to form supertiles, and D capped which are input or output domains used to encode states, values, signals, etc. and always have a cap. In the fully capped state (and all other configurations), supertile monomers are always bound together forming the maximum number of supertiles and ensuring as many domains in D supertiles are bound as possible. For domains in D capped , because the number of complete cap supertiles for each pair of inputs (I1, I2) in c is greater than the number of monomers or supertiles of the type that corresponds to those inputs, every domain in D capped will also be in a bond. Therefore, no domain in the system will be left unbound, meaning that the fully capped state of c is saturated.
F.2 The Desired Configuration
We now argue about the desired configuration of c i , which we call α, that consists of 5 types of polymers. 1) polymers containing two instances of the seed supertile, computation monomers corresponding to two correct and complete computations of M on input i, a series of left tape extension supertiles and a series of right tape extension supertiles, and one final partial row of end monomers that, along with the final right tape extension supertiles, connect to one instance of the seed 2) polymers that consist of a single capping supertile bound to a single computation monomer and bound by 2 binding domains, 3) polymers that consist of a single capping supertile bound to a single tape extension supertile and bound by 2 binding domains, 4) polymers that consist of a single capping supertile bound to a single end monomer and bound by 2 binding domains, and 5) polymers that are single capping supertiles. For polymers described by (1), we let n denote the number of computation monomers, tape extension supertiles, and end monomers in such a polymer plus one. We will prove that α is saturated, and then show that α is the only stable configuration of c i .
Proof. Similar to the proof of claim C.1, we define a sequence of configurations α i ∈ seq(α) for 0 ≤ i ≤ n where α 0 is the fully capped state, α n = α, and for every i > 1, α i is saturated if α i−1 is saturated. Furthermore, we also define p(α i ) to be the polymer that contains the seed(s) in the configuration α i and p(seq(α)) to be the set of all polymers p(α i ) for 0 ≤ i ≤ n, i.e. a seed supertile, the complete paired computation, and everything in between. The difference between every α i−1 and α i is the transition of just one computation monomer, tape extension supertile, or end monomer from a polymer with its cap to the polymer p(α i ). Notice at any point in the sequence before α n there will always be one (and only one) concave corner at the end of the partially formed top row of p(α i ), where two unbound output domains will be adjacent to the same unit square location. Because of the deterministic nature of M , there is exactly one type of computation monomer, tape extension supertile, or end monomer (or seed when i = n − 1) with input domains that correspond to the unbounded output domains at this location. The piece that corresponds to this input is the piece that transitions from its cap to p(α i ) in the step α i−1 → α i . The only exception is the final step α n−1 → α n which is the pairing of two complete computation polymers together. This step works by starting with two independent computations polymers that have completed their respective instances of the simulation and have one final concave corner location with the unbound output domains halt * and EXT RIGHT * exposed. These correspond to the capped input domains on the far right of the seed supertile. In this step α n−1 → α n , both seeds break off their respective cap and bind to the unbound output domains on the other computation polymer.
We view the enthalpy and entropy difference of each step α i−1 → α i as independent of the rest of the system, considering the rest of the system is constant while the transition is happening. From figure 15 , it is easy to see how the transition of computation monomers, tape extension pieces, and end monomers from their respective caps to p(α i ) is always enthalpy and entropy neutral. Each transition breaks two bonds and makes two more bonds and starts with two polymers and ends with two polymers. Fast forwarding to the end of the sequence, it is also clear from figure 16 that the overall enthalpy and entropy of the α n−1 configuration is the same as the overall enthalpy and entropy of α 0 (in this example, 86 bonds and 43 polymers). The last step of the sequence, illustrated in figure 4 , shows how the pairing of two complete computation polymers is enthalpy neutral (breaking 4 bonds and making 4 bonds) but actually gives an entropy bonus of +1 to the system (starting with 2 polymers and ending with 3 polymers). Because this final configuration has the same enthalpy as the fully capped state, which is saturated, we know this configuration is saturated as well. * is only present on the north face of the M (q,s)−move2 ∈ M comp−transition monomer. However, the M comp−transition set is designed so that every monomer in the set can only bind one of its input domains to one of the output domains of another monomer in the set or the seed. Therefore, the seed starts one path of monomers exclusively in M comp−transition . This path ends when either M (v),haltL or M (v),haltR is attached. If M (v),haltL is attached first, it subsequently attaches one monomer of the M (v),haltR type. Because this path is started by the seed and the main polymer of α has two seeds, this polymer will also contain two monomers of the type M (v),haltR .
Because the simulated Turing machine is deterministic, every step from α i to α i+1 has a unique monomer or supertile making the transition from its cap to the computation polymer. Therefore, the two independent computations that are paired together in the main polymer of α must be identical, therefore ensuring that the two monomers of type M (v),haltR encode the same value v. 
F.3 Incorrect Computations
We already showed that α is saturated. In order to show that α is stable, we need to show that all other saturated configurations in c have less entropy. We start by showing the majority of configurations in c aren't saturated at all. Then we show the few that are also saturated create less polymers than α.
First, we prove a couple claims that help us show that configurations not in seq(α) are unstable.
Claim F.4. Assuming an excess of caps, any configuration of c that contains at least one monomer/supertile with an unbound input is not saturated.
Proof. Given an excess of caps, the fully capped state is possible. Since the fully capped state has every input of all monomers and supertiles in the c bound, and since inputs are the limiting factor on the maximum number of bonds in c , then any configuration that does not have every input bound has not formed the maximum number of bonds and is therefore unsaturated.
Claim F.5. Assuming an excess of caps, any configuration c that includes a polymer p consisting of 2 or more caps is not stable.
Proof. This only requires a simple counting proof. Assume p consists of M monomers and supertiles (each supertile counts as one) and N caps. Considering the caps of the M monomers and supertiles, this accounts for M + 1 polymers. However, in a fully capped state, p could be broken up with its caps into M + N polymers. Therefore, whenever N > 1, the number of polymers in the fully capped state, M + N , is greater the number of polymers in c , M + 1, meaning c is not stable. Claim F.6. If any two monomers m1 and m2 in a single polymer are connected through a path of other monomers and supertiles that does not include the seed, m1 and m2 must have the same rotation.
Proof. Although rotation of monomers and polymers relative to each other is permitted in the GTBN, we design domains so that they are only complementary in north/south or east/west pairs, except for the seed/end monomer connection and the seed/right tape extension supertile connection that allow paired computations to combine. Therefore, if two monomers are bound together in a polymer of c by a path that does not contain the seed, one cannot be rotated relative to the other.
We are also going to make use of the idea of a subpolymer. We define a subpolymer of a polymer p to be another polymer made up of a set of ordered pairs of monomer types and corresponding locations that is a subset of the set of ordered pairs in p, i.e. a it is the same polymer as p but with some monomers potentially missing. Additional terminology that we will use in these proofs is signal, pumping, and stopper. These proofs are all focused on finding an unbound input in a polymer. By signal, we are referring to any domain that has an input on one face of a monomer and the corresponding output on the opposite face. Examples of signals are L, R, EXT LEF T , EXT RIGHT , and halt. Pumping is the idea that trying to bind an unbound input instance of a signal with one of these monomers will just expose another input instance. Finally, a stopper is a monomer or supertile that can bind to an unbound input instance of a signal without exposing another input instance, thereby stopping the signal from pumping. For example, the left tape extension supertile acts as a stopper for the R signal because it has an R * output domain but does not have an R input domain. Likewise, the seed is a stopper for the EXT LEF T signal because it has an EXT LEF T * output domain but does not have an EXT LEF T input domain.
Claim F.7. Any configuration of c that includes a polymer p incorrect that contains the seed but is not in the set p(seq(α)) is unsaturated.
Proof. This proof utilizes the fact that our TM is deterministic, and therefore, every pair of inputs (I1, I2) where I1, I2 ∈ D corresponds to one unique monomer. Take that polymer p incorrect that contains the seed but differs from any polymer in p(seq(α)). Let p sub be the largest polymer such that p sub ∈ p(seq(α)) and p sub is a subpolymer of p incorrect . Notice that such a polymer must exist, since p(α 0 ) is the seed and we are only considering polymers that contain the seed. Also notice that all polymers in p(seq(α)) will only ever have 5 unique types of output codomains (and 0 input domains) unbound and exposed:
* , EXT RIGHT * , and one of the three signal output domains {L * , R * , halt * }. Since p incorrect is different than any polymer in p(seq(α)), then at least one of these output domains extending from p sub must be bound to a monomer or supertile that is different than the monomer or supertile that it is bound to in α.
In the first case, assume the incorrect extension was bound to p sub by the output domains of either EXT LEF T * or EXT RIGHT * . Since the corresponding input domains EXT LEF T and EXT RIGHT are unique to the tape extension supertiles, these output domains cannot attach the incorrect piece. The only other mistake that can happen is if a tape extension supertile attaches past the final row of computation. Assuming this had happened with a right supertile, this would expose an R input domain. This input could either be unbound, causing the configuration to be unsaturated, or it could be attached to another seed, a computation monomer, or a left tape extension supertile, the three pieces with R * output domain. It's easy to see another seed or a left tape extension supertile would be blocked geometrically from attaching here. A computation monomer could be attached, however, it would have to pump the R signal to avoid an unbound input. There are two subcases that could happen. One, it would reach the edge of a partially formed top row of p sub . Here, it could be attached to a computation monomer that was hanging off the edge, but this computation monomer would have an input to the south that was unbound. If the unbound input was also bound by a computation monomer, that computation monomer would be the correct piece, thereby contradicting that p sub is maximal. The hanging monomer could also have a cap, which would cause p incorrect to have another cap in addition to the seed cap, making it unstable by claim F.5. Instead of additional computation monomers, the last computation monomer of the pumping chain could also be attached to a left tape extension supertile. However, since the inputs of the supertile would be pressed against p sub , the inputs would have to be connected to outputs of p sub . If this was the case, the supertile would be correct, contradicting that p sub is maximal. Two, it would pump the signal to a location that would require a monomer that has the input domain [(q H , v), r] on its south face and output domain R * on its east face, of which there are none. Assuming the extra tape extension supertile was on the left, the supertile would require an L input domain to be bound. This would yield two symmetrical subcases. One, the signal would pump with computation monomers to the edge of a partially formed top row of p sub , which we just showed leads to the configuration being unstable. The signal could also pump until it reached the location north of M (v),haltR monomer. Because the M (v),haltR monomer has no output on the north face and all computation pieces have an input on the south face, no monomer could be in this location and have its south input bound, meaning there must be an unbound input somewhere, making the configuration unsaturated.
In * and an input domain R (or halt) on the west face. In order to have this input also bound, there must be another computation monomer or end monomer connected to this input, with another L or R (or halt) on its east or west face, respectively. This signal would have to pump to avoid an unbound input. There's two possibilities for the end of this chain: 1) it eventually connects to the signal output domain {L * , R * , halt * } on p sub . If this happens, the last monomer would have two input domains that match two output domains from p sub , meaning it was the correct tile, contradicting that p sub was maximal. 2) the chain of monomers would pump to the edge of the partially formed top row of p sub . Similar again to the argument in case one, the input of the last monomer in the chain could either be attached to: (a) another computation monomer hanging over the edge or (b) a tape extension supertile. For (a), the hanging computation monomer would require another computation monomer to the south, a bound cap, or would have an unbound input domain. Another computation monomer to the south would have to match two input domains to p sub , contradicting that p sub was maximal. A bound cap would be the second on p incorrect , in addition to the seed cap, making the configuration unstable by claim F.5. For (b), the supertile would have its inputs pressed against p sub , forcing it to bind to p sub to avoid an unbound input. This, however, would make the supertile the correct piece for that location, contradicting that p sub was maximal.
In the last case, if any incorrect monomers or supertiles are bound to the signal output domain {L * , R * , halt * }, that monomer or supertile must also have an input domain to the south that binds with p sub . However, if this monomer or supertile matches both of its input domains to two output domains of p sub , then it must correspond to the correct monomer or supertile for that location, once again contradicting that p sub was maximal. These three cases show that any erroneous addition to a polymer in p(seq(α)) make the configuration containing that polymer unsaturated, and thus unstable.
F.4 Seedless Polymers
Now we will show that configurations in c that include polymers that do not contain the seed and do contain more than one element from the set of all computation monomers, tape extension supertiles, and end monomers are unstable.
We start by proving a few claims about signals.
Claim F.8. If a polymer does not contain the seed and does contain a monomer with the input domain EXT LEF T , it has either an exposed instance of the EXT LEF T domain or an attached cap.
Proof. First, notice that the only monomer or supertile that contains the EXT LEF T domain as an output is the left tape extension supertile. However, this supertile also has the domain as an input. Therefore, if a polymer contains the EXT LEF T input domain, it can either be exposed, capped, or bound to an instance of the tape extension supertile. The last case is the only implication not included in the claim, but it exposes another EXT LEF T input domain, causing the signal to pump. Whereas, in polymers with the seed, the seed acts as the stopper for this signal, but without the seed, no other monomers or supertile can act as a stopper. Because polymers cannot be infinite, eventually one of these input domains will have to be left exposed or capped. Note that this proof is analogous for EXT RIGHT .
Claim F.9. If a polymer does not contain the seed and does contain a monomer with input domain R, it has either an exposed instance of the R domain, an exposed instance of the EXT LEF T domain, or an attached cap.
Proof. Using the same reasoning as the proof for claim F.8, notice that the only monomers and supertiles that contain the R domain as an output also have the domain as an input. The only exception this time is the left tape extension supertile, which does have R * as an output and does not have R as an input. Therefore, if a polymer contains the R input domain, it can either be exposed, capped, bound to a left tape extension supertile, or bound to another monomer that also has R as an input domain. The first two cases are implications in the claim, whereas the third case, being bound to a left tape extension supertile, exposes a EXT LEF T input domain, which also leads to the implications of claim F.9 using claim F.8. The final case, being bound to another monomer that also has R as an input domain, creates a new instance of the R input domain causing the signal to pump. Because polymers cannot be infinite, eventually one of the first three cases will happen, eventually leading to an exposed input domain or a cap. Note that this proof shows R → EXT LEF T and is analogous for halt → R and for L → EXT RIGHT .
Claim F.10. Any configuration of c that includes a polymer p seedless that does not contain the seed but does contain two or more elements from the set off all computation monomers, tape extension supertiles, and end monomers is unstable.
Proof. We're going to break up this proof into three cases. In the first case, p seedless has a tape extension supertile. Without loss of generality, assume it is a left tape extension supertile. This supertile has two inputs, EXT LEF T and L. By claim F.8, EXT LEF T implies there is an unbound input domain or an attached cap, and by claim F.9, L implies there is another unbound input domain or attached cap that is independent of the first. Since p seedless must have at least one unbound input or two attached caps, p seedless is unstable.
In the second case, p seedless has one L input domain and one R (or halt) input domain, or two of the same input domain on different rows, i.e. connected through north-south domains. If the signals are different, claim F.9 can apply to both, indicating that p seedless has at least one exposed input or two attached caps. If they are the same signal on different rows, there is the possibility that they could turn into the same EXT LEF T or EXT RIGHT signal. However, if they did, p seedless must contain at least one tape extension supertile, making this case one again which we already showed is unstable.
The only other case is when p seedless is a single row of computation (or end) monomers, i.e. a polymer with just one L or R (or halt) signal. However, since these polymers consist of computation (or end) monomers, each of which has a second input on its south face, the overall polymer will still have input domains, in the form of values from another row, that need to be addressed. If these input domains are left unbound, then the configuration isn't maximizing bonds and is therefore unsaturated. If these domains are bound, it must be with additional computation monomers, which will create another instance of an L or R in another row, giving the polymer two signals which we already showed is unstable. One important note is that, if the original L or R (or halt) signal is capped, it will also cap one of these value input domains. However, since we are arguing about polymers with at least two non-cap monomers or supertiles, there must be at least one other value input domain, which can only be bound by the previously mentioned additional row of computation monomers. Examples of unstable spurious computations are shown in 17.
To summarize the previous section, we have shown that all configurations in seq(α) are saturated, from the α 0 , the fully capped state, to α, the configuration in which every seed is bound into a complete paired computation. We also showed that the final configuration α has a higher entropy than every other configuration in seq(α). Then we showed that any configuration with a polymer that contains the seed but is not an element of p(seq(α)) has unbound input Figure 17 : On the left is an example of a spurious computation with exposed domains. Because these domains are unbounded, there is an enthalpy gap between this polymer with its detached caps and a fully capped state. On the right is a special case where all the exposed input domains are still bound to their caps. In this case, there is an entropy gap with a fully capped state. To clarify, these two subsystems are not being compared to each other, but the statistics below each image are the comparisons between each polymer and a fully capped state.
domains and is therefore not saturated. Finally, we showed that any polymer that does not contain the seed and does contain at least two elements from the set of all computation monomers, tape extension supertiles, end monomers, and caps is either unsaturated or has a lower entropy than α 0 , the fully capped state. The accumulation of all these results proves that α is the single stable configuration of c . Now that we have shown how c simulates M , that p(α) will always contain two matching monomers of type M (v),haltR , and proved that α is the stable configuration of c , all that is left to do is to show how E output works. E output works by looking at the stable configuration of c , analyzing the definition of any polymer that contains the seed supertile (p(α)), and outputs a 0 if that polymer contains two instances of M 0,haltR or 1 if that polymer contains two instance of M 1,haltR . The proof that two monomers of one of these two types will be in every instance of the final complete paired computation polymer is a combination of the proof that p(α) contains these two monomers and the proof that α is the stable configuration. This final output 0 or 1 corresponds to the output of the Turing machine M .
